We Are Home Here
Words and music by Glyn Lehmann

RAP
Listen to our stories
How we all came to this place
Many pathways, many cultures
One future to embrace

Chorus
We are home here
Children of this land
Hear our stories
Come to understand
Many pathways led us to this place
Many cultures, one future to embrace

repeat Chorus

Verse 1
Some of us have been here
For countless generations
We sing an ancient song
Some of us have come here
In living memory
We’ve found a place to belong…
And grow strong

repeat Chorus

Verse 2
Now we’re all together
It’s time for celebration
We’re walking hand in hand
Learning from each other
We’re sisters and we’re brothers
The children of this land…
Of this land

(s) repeat Chorus
(a) We are home here
We are home here
We are home here
We are home here

Bridge
repeat RAP then…

We are home
We’re sisters and we’re brothers
We are home
We’re walking hand in hand
We are home
We’re sisters and we’re brothers
We are home
The children of this land

repeat (with harmony)
and add…
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